
Birthday Add-ons

Up to 10 extra - $11 each
The maximum number of guests allowed in our party spaces is
45

Additional Admissions

Favor Bags
$6 each
May contain small items

Zoodoptions
$115
This is a gift add on for your party , and not a stand-alone party
package. For those kids who were born to be wild give them a
special birthday surprise with a Birthday Zoodoption. Choose
between 5 of our most popular animals (Crocodile, Sloth, Red
Panda, Tiger, and Giraffe). Your gift includes:

Party add-ons
A plush of your animal
4" x 6" photo of your animal with a Virginia Zoo magnetic
frame
Zoo themed coloring page(s) for all kids at the party
Keeper notes about your animal
Happy birthday Zoodoption certificate
Name recognition on Zoo Parent sign and in Zoo Review
quarterly magazine
Invitation to annual Zoo Parent event for the Zoo Parent
and one guest



Food & Drink Menu

Pizza Party Package - $50 includes 3 pizzas (cut into 12 OR 16
slices) & a bowl of chips
Cheese or pepperoni pizza - $18 (cut into 12 OR 16 slices)
Chicken nuggets - $27 (serves 15 kids 3-4 nuggets each) comes
with barbecue sauce, honey mustard, and ketchup
Snack bowls - $6 large family-style with popcorn, pretzels, OR
potato chips
Fruit tray - $35 with seasonal fruit, serves 30
Soda - $5 options of Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, or Fruit Punch
which serves 6 and cannot be refilled
Deli board - $60 with turkey, ham, cheeses, breads, lettuce,
tomato, and condiments which serves 15
Hot dogs - $40 with 15 pre-wrapped, condiments included
Mac & cheese - $30 serves 30
Continental breakfast - $65 includes fruit, small pastries, bagels
with spread, coffee, and juice *items on this tray may contain
nuts*
Coffee - $25 serves 12
Hot chocolate - $20 serves 12

Taxes & services feeds not included

Can you accommodate food allergies or
dietary restrictions?

Most common diets and allergies can be addressed through our
restaurant. Please keep in mind that our kitchen is a mutual
preparation environment.


